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Station Facility Construction
Oil and gas production requires surface facilities to produce, process, store and transport oil and gas. 
WAOS has extensive experience and capability constructing and modifying such facilities; both onshore 
and offshore. These facilities include   pump and  flow stations, gas processing facilities, gas compression 
and  metering stations. 

WAOS is adept at the planning and engineering of station facilities to best address E&P export re-
quirements in line with production planning. In our ability to plan, engineer, construct and integrate 
into the overall E&P field development, WAOS has a significant advantage to deliver broader project 
workscopes.

Construction of station facilities, whilst  not so  capital-intensive as pipeline construction, is character-
ized by complex logistics and scheduling, particularly in locations where seasonal weather patterns limit 
construction options or limited site access occurs.
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Pipeline Construction
Construction of a cross-country pipeline requires a number of sequential operations along the desig-
nated pipeline right-of-way. These operations are virtually the same for all cross-country pipelines, but 
personnel and equipment can vary widely, dependent upon such factors as the time required for com-
pletion, terrain,  climatic conditions, seasonal weather patterns,  number and nature of road and river 
crossings,  morphology, soil properties,  rock formations, density of woodlands amongst other factors. 
WAOS has the reputation for completing its pipeline projects on time and to budget in the most dif-
ficult of conditions. 

For E&P projects, pipeline construction can be capital intensive. WAOS owns, leases, operates and 
maintains the specialized equipment necessary for the pipeline construction business and possesses ca-
pability to field this equipment in the shortest possible time ensuring best possible value.

Very specialized equipment and techniques are required to construct pipelines across wetland swamp 
and  offshore. WAOS favors industry proven construction  methods throughout its operations and in 
addition to  primary offshore and swamp equipment such as lay barges, dredges and swamp backhoes, 
WAOS has made substantial investment in support vessels, including tugboats, barges, supply boats and 
houseboats, equally  required  to maintain and support offshore, swamp and dry-land pipeline construc-
tion spreads. 
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Construction
Construction services are provided through our fleet of company-owned and  leased equipment which 
includes vessels, barges, pipe-laying equipment, heavy construction equipment, transport/lifting equip-
ment and camp facilities. WAOS’s equipment fleet is supported by an extensive inventory of spare parts 
and tools. WAOS  owns and operates  fabrication facilities in Ogbogoro and Trans Amadi Industrial 
Layout, Port Harcourt; supported by our office in Lagos.

Construction services include, amongst others, fabrication, assembly, installation, maintenance, and re-
placement of:

•	 Cross-country pipelines 

•	 Subsea pipelines and facilities

•	 Offshore pipelines and end stations

•	 Offshore jackets, decks and facilities

•	 Modular processing facilities

•	 Piers and bridges

•	 Pump and meter stations 

•	 Pressure vessels

•	 Gas compression 

•	 Gas processing facilities 

•	 Oil and gas production facilities

•	 Loading facilities 

!
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Fabrication
Utilizing in-house engineering enables us to largely fabricate to our own designs. This avoids interface 
issues that develop when E&P Contractors use third party Engineering Companies who equally, may 
not be that experienced in producing designs down to fabrication level, or indeed preparing designs for 
efficient fabrication at all. WAOS Turnkey capability gives us opportunity for complete control of the 
EPC process and, more efficient means to deliver practically engineered major equipment and structures 
with improved reliability at  relative reduced cost. 

WAOS have fabricated such diverse deliverables as process modules, subsea templates, flare bridges, 
offshore jackets and decks and have completed sufficient fabrication projects to now firmly establish 
credentials as a qualified and reliable provider in this highly competitive market.

WAOS is one of the few companies in West Africa who are truly qualified and able to deliver locally 
executed fabrication that meets quality and schedule requirements. Growing insistence on Local Con-
tent by Government makes WAOS’s service capabilities all the more attractive to international and local 
E&P project developers, enabling them to meet criteria set out for Local Content through the use of 
WAOS’ services. 



Drilling Operations

DRILLING

•	 Drilling Operations and Well Control

•	 Drilling Project and Risk Management 

•	 Directional Drilling and Surveying

•	 Horizontal, Extended Reach and Multilateral 
Drilling

WELL OPERATIONS

•	 Cementing

•	 Fishing Operations

•	 Stuck Pipe & Hole Cleaning

•	 Well Control

•	 Tubing & Casing

•	 Drilling Fluids

INTEGRATED OPERATIONS

•	 Advanced Completions

•	 Cased-Hole Evaluations

•	 Coiled Tubing Operations

•	 Heavy Oil Production Using Steam Injection

•	 Integrated Production Systems

•	 Sand Control

•	 Oilfield Water Management

•	 Problem Well Analysis

•	 Production Engineering and Operations

•	 Well Intervention projects.
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WAOS has a team of experienced professionals adept at the management of all types of onshore & 
offshore drilling campaigns. From rig mobilization to shutdown, we have the capacity to supervise 
rig operations in all Nigerian environments.  We bring the spectrum of support capabilities to enable 
drilling to progress at its most efficient capacities on a day to day basis. 

Having long since understood the dynamics of a successful drilling campaign over the range of Ni-
gerian drilling environments, we have adapted the capabilities of our team to bring the most adept, 
functional  supervision of rig work to the fore. Working hand in hand with operators to deliver the 
most project value for cause, the WAOS team is well positioned to managed all aspects of  E&P Client 
drilling workscope. Our range of professional drilling management services include:



Installation
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Customers expect installation works to smoothly dove-tail into their overall field operation and even 
though many interfaces will be outside E&P Contract boundaries. This reality implies absolute need 
for demanding schedules and exacting installation criteria to be delivered, irrespective of problems and 
challenges that frequently arise when opening-up a brownfield workface/s, facing sudden and inclem-
ent weather, or local disturbances. It is in such circumstance that the underlying benefit of choosing 
WAOS comes to the fore. 

If problems arise, WAOS staff, draw upon a wealth of past experience, can quickly resolve problems, 
usually without the Customer even being aware there was an issue. This approach is a Company man-
tra; WAOS appreciate our Customer’s expectation for job’s to be delivered within planned criteria; 
without excuse. WAOS pride ourselves on being the no nonsense contractor of choice, we won’t come 
to explain why it can’t be done, rather – we find the solutions and just do it..............
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Engineering
It is our depth of planning capability & experience, focused and seasoned by our West African 
experience that enable WAOS confidently tender “turn-key” E&P packages, or lesser component 
parts thereof. WAOS key staff hold enviable track records in onshore, swamp, coastal and offshore 
E&P project environments, informed by local experience to guide which technical approach is most 
likely to succeed in a particular circumstance. Our project management expertise further enhances 
our ability to drive project works from start to finish. Whether conceptual, front-end (FEED), de-
tail design, drilling, field planning, construction and installation engineering, field service or main-
tenance engineering; WAOS has the people, equipment, commitment and corporate experience  to 
get the job done. 

Our engineering services include among oth-
ers:

•	 Feasibility studies

•	 Engineering services

•	 Conceptual engineering services

•	 Detailed design services

•	 Production Engineering 

•	 Route/site selection

•	 Material procurement

•	 Drilling & Related

•	 Export planning

To complement our engineering services, WAOS also pro-
vides a full range of field services, including: 

•	 Material receiving and control

•	 Field services

•	 Construction management

•	 Project Warehousing

•	 Facilities startup assistance

•	 Operation of facilities

•	 Commissioning/startup 
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Project Preparation
Once a Field Development Plan is determined and agreed with Stakeholders in principle, E&P 
Services introduce further WAOS Divisions to the Plan:

At this juncture, Stakeholders are in possession of likely costs, returns and financing options to 
bring their field to production and can make an informed ‘go no-go’ Final Investment Decision – 
‘FID’ accordingly.   

•	 Conceptual Design Package with support pres-
entations to DPR

•	 Field Development Plan to DPR

•	 Prepare Drilling Contracts & Well Programs

•	 Permit-to-Surveys for potential pipeline cor-
ridors

•	 Tie-in details for sales crude together with a 
preliminary routing and Agreement

•	 Documentation for ROW procurement of each 
pipeline and Site

•	 Dredging scope of work & maps, quantities etc. 

(for swamp locations)  

•	 Negotiate and prepare Host Community and Labor Rela-
tions Processes

•	 Source, pre-qualify and prepare Project suppliers/vendors 
list

•	 Procurement processes to meet Project complexities com-
patibility and purchasing, cash management and account-
ing processes

•	 Translate Conceptual design into discrete Package 
Equipment, prepare equipment specification bundles and 
details for issuance to qualified Vendors

•	 Develop preliminary materials orders & civil Bulks

•	 Engineering & Procurement

•	 Drilling

•	 EPC Services (construction and logistics)

•	 Legal & External Affairs

These Divisions review and develop their respective discipline contents in the Field Development 
Plan; prepare drawings and designs; long lead material bills; fabrication and construction schedules 
and other key documents that together establish what need be done; how it will be done; at what 
cost and schedule. As well, many ‘soft deliverable’ tasks now commence to further cement assurance 
on Project costs, schedule and success by preparing: 



Small and Marginal fields are being progressively released by 
Federal Government for indigenous Exploration and Production 
(E&P) Companies to develop. 

In response to this significant shift in the E&P Marketplace, 
West African Oilfield Services (WAOS) – a reputable Turnkey 
Services Company with more than 40 Years presence in Nigeria 
formed a specialist E&P Services Division to support regional 
& marginal field Developers.

E&P Services provides an integrated Turnkey Field Develop-
ment Packages that deliver everything necessary to develop a 
field ‘from cradle to grave’ as a seamless supply to Developers. 
WAOS perform subsurface and surface investigations, determine 
Well designs and production methodology, handling of process 
effluents; product evacuation and sales, obtain necessary Permits 
and Licenses, purchase and install hardware and commission 
same. If required, WAOS will also operate the field on behalf of 
the Owner. 

E&P Services possess the overall experience and vision to op-
timally develop new fields, supported by ‘in-house’ sub-surface, 
drilling and facilities groups who analyse, study and prepare Field 
Development Plans to spell out road map economics and cost; 
meet statutory submission requirements and arrange Project Fi-
nancing. 

WAOS is your ‘no nonsence’ indigenous Contractor with unri-
valled in-country experience, capabilities and equipment to de-
liver proven and cost-effective solutions in the Nigerian working 
environment.  

MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE

•	 Established presence in West Africa 
for over 40 Years.

•	 Unrivaled regional project manage-
ment resources.

•	 Straight line accountability and 
integrity. 

SERVICE AND EQUIPMENT

•	 End-to-end services with the equip-
ment and seasoned professionals to 
execute.

•	 Adaptive solutions to enhance project 
value and Return On Investment.

•	 Commitment to 100% Client satisfac-
tion.

VALUE DRIVEN

•	 Turn-key solutions that exceed cus-
tomer expectation.

•	 Comprehensive project capabilities; 
proven success.  

•	 Best “all-in” solution for West African 
E&P projects.
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Exploration & Production Services
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